STUDENT DRIVER TRAINING FORM

Student Driver 6 Hour Drive Sheet

Name of Driver: ____________________________________________ # Hours Logged: ________

Today’s Drive Date: ____________  Today’s Drive Time: ________  Today’s Meeting Place: ____________

2nd Drive Date: ____________  2nd Drive Time: ________  2nd Meeting Place: ____________

3rd Drive Date: ____________  3rd Drive Time: ________  3rd Meeting Place: ____________

Instructor Name: _____________________________  Cell #: ____________  Hm #: ____________

DRIVING INSTRUCTION

I. Identifying Car Functions: __ Ignition __ Turn Signal __ Lights __ Wipers __ Seat Adjustment
   __ Mirrors __ Tachometer __ Emergency Brake __ Emergency Flasher __ Seat Belts __ Gas Gauge

II. Signs: __ Merge __ Yield __ Continuous Lane __ Lane Ends __ Stop __ Turn Lanes
    __ School Zone __ Right Lane Must Turn Right __ # Lanes at intersection __ Side Street Ahead
    __ Light Ahead __ Two Way Traffic __ Green/Red Turn Arrows

III. Drive Skills: __ Braking __ Accelerating __ Steering __ Cornering __ Lane Changes
     __ Covering the Brake __ Point of No Return __ Creeping Forward __ Creep & Roll
     __ Understanding different Lines __ Safe Driving Distance __ Identify your Intersection
     __ Scanning __ Right on Red __ 3 Types of Roads __ Unprotected Left Turns
     __ Safe Zone __ Danger Zone __ Clearing the Intersection __ Safe U-turns __ X-Walk Lights
     __ Round-a-Bout __ Protected Left Turns __ Dirt Roads __ Flashing Intersection Lights

IV. Highway Driving: __ On/Off Ramps __ Accel/Decel Lanes __ Merging __ Passing Gear
    __ Green Signs __ Blue Signs __ Brown Signs __ Orange Signs __ Mileage Time & Distance

V. Parking Skills: __ Curb __ Pull Thru __ Front End __ Back End __ Parallel

INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS AND SKILL ASSESSMENT:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE: _____________________________________________